
PhilomenaPhleaPhlashcards FunSheet  
These rhyming mini-flashcards on our site are a based on the book: “Bumble Power“  

 from “For the World to See...Philomena Phlea” Rhyming Picture Books

They have been created to be fun, colourful, questioning, learning and inspiring visual memory aids
“Inspire the child within...Inspire the child without”

© Gill Carrie

Here are some fun ways to use them: 
Download the PhilomenaPhleaPhlashcards and this FunSheet  

Print onto card & laminate (duplicate as required) 
Cut each one into its card shape  

You now have 16 in total (12 PhleaPhlashcards + 4 Blank)
Use colouring pens/indelible pens/water-soluble ink pens or erasable ink pens & with “Bumble Power” Book/s also

FunTime 2  
 

Lay down 3 cards that RHYME & 
one that is BLANK plus pen/s. 

The player CREATES the next part 
to RHYME using the blank card 

and WRITES in their new rhyming 
word and DRAWS a picture to 

describe.
The rhyming sequence may be 
shuffled to CREATE a different 

story

FunTime 4  
1 to 1 or Group Fun  

(use with “Bumble Power” Book/s)

Shuffle all cards and hand out to 
player/s. Inform them that during you 

READING the story, they have to 
LISTEN for the word/s on their card 

and when they HEAR it, they have to 
STAND UP.

*remember to take out the ODD ONE 
OUT!

FunTime 1  
 

Lay down 3 cards 
that RHYME with one 

that DOESN’T 
RHYME and let the 

player determine the 
ODD ONE OUT!

FunTime 3  
 

Give each player a card and pen/s. 
On the reverse of their rhyming card, 
each player WRITES as many new 
RHYMING WORDS that they can 

think off.
Again, a rhyming story may be 

CREATED and READ from this.

FunTime 5
Group Fun  

Shuffle all cards and hand out 
to all players - who take a turn, one 

by one, SAYING or ACTING their card. 
Once everyone is finished, all the players 

STAND UP and WALK to their fellow 
student who has the 
RHYMING MATCH.

(very giggly fun!)

*One of the PhleaPhlashcards is an ODD ONE OUT! ...Can you SPOT it? The WORD is not in the book although the PICTURE is…
downloaded from: www.philomena-phlea.com

enjoy !

have fun !

remember...


